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Mā whero, mā pango, 
ka oti ai te mahi.
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Our approach was to first map the conditions of the 

food system in Kaitāia through its main thoroughfare of 

Commerce Street, the setting for Kai Town. Systems are 

made up of interconnected parts and Kai Town includes 

data from key players such as the Far North District 

Council (FNDC), Northland Regional Council (NRC), and 

the Kaitāia Business Association (KBA) highlighting the 

production and distribution of kai, population trends, 

advertising and marketing and waste management. 

TĪMATANGA KŌRERO
INTRODUCTION

Results from a mapping exercise helped Healthy Families Far 

North to develop a co-design plan that led to the establishment 

of a ‘design team’, whose members are made up of community 

movers, shakers and influencers keen to be involved in the Kai 

Town kaupapa. The plan included interviews, and the creation 

of discovery and empathy questions that were developed into 

a sounding board for community input, insights and direction. 

After analysing the community data, a prototype design 

workshop was organised. This workshop took Kai Town from 

a conceptual phase through to the development of ideas. The 

workshop provided Healthy Families Far North with a tangible 

opportunity to progress on its moemoeā (vision) to deliver real 

solutions for our communities, with this kaupapa being a start 

point to creating an excitement for healthy kai in Kai Town.  
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Armed with our learning from a previous 
Healthy Families Far North kai project in 
Kaikohe, a design challenge question was 
posed that was “How might we flood Kaitāia 
with an excitement for eating healthy kai"?  

ACTION WILL 
SET US FREE

HE KAI KEI 
AKU RINGA

Kai Town came about following a 
national Healthy Families focus on the 
kaupapa of kai.



TAKUNGA
PROCESS
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The process used by Healthy Families Far North is 
embedded in a mātauranga Māori-informed systems 
approach to prevention of lifestyle-created chronic 
health conditions, and acknowledges that the food 
system is one of many significant determinants of 
health for Kaitāia and the Far North.
To understand this further, a design team made up of Kaitāia residents, community kaimahi and 

Healthy Families Far North system innovators was formed to work through some of the mahi of the 

design challenge/kaupapa wero described below: 

A Healthy Families Far 
North model representing 
the principle of unity, and 
how it has informed the 
‘big picture’ that Kai Town is 
situated within. Being able 
to clearly understand the 
associated relationships 
and insights is a key focal 
point for this framework.

NGĀ  ARIĀ 

PERSONAS

Healthy Families Far North 
created two personas based 
on what our communities 
might see, feel, hear and 
wonder about in relation to 
how our people engage in 
these local food systems.
We need a realistic and 
simplified representation of 
people who participated in 
this kaupapa to support this 
whakaaro.

NGĀ
MĀRAMATANGA 

INSIGHTS

A moment or learning that 
sheds light on whakaaro/
ideas and thoughts 
generated from digging
deep into the under-
standings gleaned from
the pūrakau (stories)
shared as part of this 
process. 

NGĀ 
KŌWHIRINGA
OPPORTUNITIES

Giving ourselves the tools 
to be able to transform our 
collected insights into mahi 
through action statements 
helps our people generate 
whakaaro. We used ‘How 
Might We’ statements to 
capture that.



This is based on a collective understanding of 
the reason this kaupapa exists, which is finding 
community solutions for the prevention of 
lifestyle-created chronic disease. 

Healthy Families Far North understand that as a 

community, the challenge must be tackled together.

This position informs our efforts and grounds our model 

in interrelated systems that impact what Kai Town has to 

contend with; such as poverty, housing, education and 

justice to name a few. 

Therefore, the Kotahitanga framework borrows

liberally from systems thinking and the 'double

diamond’ design process, where we are able

to understand concepts in broad terms (divergent), 

and more specifically (convergent), especially when we 

think about other influences such as some of the social 

determinants of health, so we have a means to make sense 

of the kai systems of Kaitāia and the Far North.   
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POU TARĀWAHO
FRAMEWORK

WAIHO I TE 
TOIPOTO, 
KAUA I TE 
TOIORA.

LET US KEEP CLOSE 
TOGETHER, NOT FAR 
APART.

 As a ‘work in progress’, with its formation 

constantly being reshaped as we learn and go forward, the 

Kotahitanga framework has been imagined as the metaphor 

of a whetū (star), with its ability to focus this Kai Town 

kaupapa on our commonalities, relationships and our aims 

and objectives. 

Using the Kotahitanga framework 
gives Kai Town some points of 
reference going forward.

Kotahitanga Kotahitanga 
FrameworkFramework

ArotahiArotahi
FOCUSFOCUS Ki w
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He rau ringa e oti ai.
MANY HANDS MAKE LIGHT WORK.



Having an awareness of unhealthy kai that is energy-dense, 
nutrient-empty, and high in fat, sugar and salt is not enough to 
discourage whānau from choosing to eat it.

There are other factors, such as families (and particularly mum’s) being time-

poor, the convenience of takeaway meals, and taste that also influence why 

people are eating unhealthy kai, and also what and how much is being eaten.
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NGĀ MĀRAMATANGA

Knowing that kai is unhealthy is 
not a deterrent in choosing to eat 
unhealthy kai.

INSIGHTS

ONE
INSIGHT

OTHER INSIGHTS INCLUDE:

The more that whānau eat out, the easier it becomes to 
replace home cooked meals with takeaways. 

Quick and convenient kai tends to trump kai cooked from scratch, and 

has the potential to be habit-forming. 

The food industry dictates what food options are available.

Whānau vote with their senses. When advertising makes kai look so good, or 

driving past fried food that smells amazing; many of these actions are part of 

the tools used to encourage the consumer to purchase the kai products being 

pushed by the food industry. On the other side of the ledger, healthy kai is likely 

to be seen as being hard to find and more costly.  

TAMARIKI,
PARTICIPANT

No, that’s not
healthy. Hmmm, yea 

but I like it. Maybe just 
a little chocolate?

I have to shop online 
to buy the (healthy) 
kai I want, it’s really 

expensive.
PAKEKE, 

PARTICIPANT

I come home

from practice and usually 

they’ve finished dinner, so I’ll 

grab something on the way

home, pizza or I’ll have

nothing... no biggie.
RANGATAHI,

PARTICIPANT
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Parents and family tend to be our role models when it comes 
to what food we love, what type of food we would usually seek 
out when we’re hungry, and whether we even consciously think 
about what we are putting in our mouths to sustain us.

These decisions that are so important to our health and wellbeing can feel 

like being on automatic pilot on some days, and it is that role modelling and 

capacity to be mindful that we learn through our upbringing that is captured by 

this insight. 

NGĀ MĀRAMATANGA

Whānau are influential in their 
ability to shape decision-making 
about kai.

INSIGHTS

TWO
INSIGHT

OTHER INSIGHTS INCLUDE:

Cooking and grocery buying roles are changing as families 
change. 

More whānau are sharing traditionally gendered roles (i.e. mum usually 

cooks), which provides different kai experiences and influences. Children 

in particular notice when their parents try new things or do something 

out of the ordinary.  

Being able to rely on whānau members and their access to kai.

When access to kai is limited for some whānau, having good connections with 

extended family members who are able to share from their expertise and supply 

of kai is seen as one of the major benefits of being part of a whānau, through the 

stories shared as part of this kaupapa. 

TAMARIKI,
PARTICIPANT

Salad is my
favourite kai.

We have lots of 
salad at home.

I’m lucky I have 
whanau that have a 
huge garden, and work 
at the freezing works.

PAKEKE, 
PARTICIPANT

Dad does all the

cooking ‘cos he can,

but mum still tells

him what to cook.

RANGATAHI,

PARTICIPANT

-
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Our relationship to food is built on memories; the feelings 
associated with our first taste of whatever that kai was, 
whether positive or negative. 

Tends to set us up for life, and sometimes not only just for ourselves but for our 

families as well. Also for many, whānau celebrations and meals were directly 

linked to remembering strong family values such as love and belonging.

NGĀ MĀRAMATANGA
INSIGHTS

THREE
INSIGHT

OTHER INSIGHTS INCLUDE:

When kai is made with aroha, it tastes of aroha. 

Most of the time you can tell whether the person cooking the kai has put 

love into their food, because somehow it tastes better, it tastes like it 

has been made with love. Many of stories shared were about influential 

whānau members (a lot of Nanny’s and Koro’s) who made signature kai 

dishes that evoked memories of love for that person, and love for that 

food.

Friends and work colleagues are kai influencers too.

Friends and workmates were identified as being influential when it came to 

people aspiring to make healthy kai choices. We tend to want to eat what we 

see others eating, so experiences such as shared kai at work or school or going 

around to a mates place for a kai gave many the opportunity to try out new 

dishes and flavours.

Kai connects people with 
feelings, memories and 
whanaungatanga.FAMILY CONNECTION

Mum’s cooking is

always the best.

When I visit mum 
I’ll buy the mince, 
no-one makes it

like mum.
PAKEKE, 

PARTICIPANT

I love it when we 
all get together to 
eat, we don’t do it 

enough.

RANGATAHI,
PARTICIPANT

TAMARIKI,

PARTICIPANT
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Locally sourced and gathered kai has been the lifeblood 
for many families, and has been an important source of 
sustenance both physically and spiritually.

However, many whānau also expressed their concerns through this kaupapa 

that these practices relating to hunting, gathering and sharing kai might not be 

around for their future generations. 

NGĀ MĀRAMATANGA

Customary and traditional kai is 
highly valued, and practises are 
still maintained by many whānau.

INSIGHTS

FOUR
INSIGHT

OTHER INSIGHTS INCLUDE:

Traditional kai is about traditional practices that need 
reviving. 

Many of the memories shared about traditional kai and associated 

practices captured kōrero reminiscing on past experiences that were no 

longer utilised, which evoked feelings of sadness and regret.  

Our traditional kai is our rongoā. 

Pūkōrero spoke about fields of māra and Nanny’s planting kūmara tipu alongside 

their mokopuna, also kamokamo and different varieties of Māori potato all taking 

pride of place for those hands who toiled the land and shared their harvest. This 

kai and the practices and feelings are rongoā for our people. Traditionally, kai 

practices have been therapy and healing for our whānau. Returning back to when 

people knew what they were eating, and where it came from is the moemoeā for 

many whānau. 

I miss the kai 
I used to eat with
my Nanny, I always 

have good memories of 
her amazing kai.

PAKEKE, 
PARTICIPANT

I like to share 
what I shoot, but 
some people don’t.

PAKEKE, 
PARTICIPANT

Those traditional practices are dying that’s for sure, man we need to teach the people, that’ll be cool.PAKEKE, PARTICIPANT



•  How do we make traditional hunting and gathering 
more accessible for whānau who are disengaged from 
these practices?

?
HOW MIGHT WE
incentivise heathy kai

HOW MIGHT WE
generate an excitment 
for healthy kai

HOW MIGHT WE
hype up kai that is 
both tasty and good 
for you

•  Is there knowledge or 
kōrero about kai that 
would engage whānau to 
eat healthy?

•  What can we learn from the fastfoods industry about 
advertising, marketing and promotion to support 
whānau towards making healthy kai their first choice?

•  How do we engage social 
influencers, role models 
and community champions 
to provide good messaging 
about healthy kai that gets 
people to take notice?

?
HOW MIGHT WE
make mealtimes more 
meaningful for time-
poor whānau

HOW MIGHT WE
leverage off whānau 
trying new things 
relating to kai

HOW MIGHT WE
think about organising 
whānau around kai 
supply

•  What strategies can be 
incorporated into whānau 
mealtimes that are compelling 
and effective enough to tackle 
the impacts of being time-poor?

•  Is there the means to use changing roles around kai and 
cooking to convince whānau to try something different 
and innovative with healthy kai?

•  How can we find ways 
to organise whānau 
to grow kai in bulk to 
share with others?

?
HOW MIGHT WE
influence the Kaitāia food 
industry to prvide more 
healthy choices

HOW MIGHT WE
make aroha a main 
ingredient in whānau 
cooking

HOW MIGHT WE
find innovative ways for 
people to share healthy 
kai kōrero

•  How are we able to 
convince kai outlets in 
Kaitāia to provide healthier 
ingredients/options?

•  What channels can we use to advance aroha as a great 
way to cook more healthy?

•  Does a platform exist 
that gives people access 
to sharing about their 
healthy kai?

•  Are sharing stories a 
viable way to reach out 
to whānau with a healthy 
kai message grounded in 
tradition and connected to 
tūpuna kōrero?

?
HOW MIGHT WE
share traditional kai 
stories to influence 
lifetime eating habits

HOW MIGHT WE
we showcase traditional 
hunting and gathering 
stories and practices

HOW MIGHT WE
learn from the stories of 
our tūpuna
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NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA
OPPORTUNITIES



C U R R E N T  K A ITA IA
K A I S Y S T E M
For Aroha, it’s too easy to pick up 
unhealthy food in Kaitāia when there are 
so many kai outlets serving quick, low-
cost food that she knows all her kids will 
eat. The only thing is that they’re never 
satisfied with the amount that she buys, 
so she ends up having to supplement that 
with bread, noodles and rice at home.

But when everyone is fed and satisfied, then 
the house is quiet and so she has time to think 
about other things, like what to do with her 
life. She has seen on social media that some 
of her cousins have been doing big gardens 
with kūmara and other vegetables, but she 
wonders whether it’s too late to get her 
kids excited about eating from the garden, 
especially since they generally don’t like 
vegetables.

Aroha tried once to cook a healthy meal but 
none of the kids would eat it, and although 
she didn’t mind it herself, it got biffed and that 
was the last time they did that.

Aroha is born and bred from Kaitāia and has lived most of her life there 
minus the 10 years she lived in Auckland. A single mum of three kids, she 
had aspirations of working in childcare when she left school, but at 35 she 
has only ever had two jobs, one in a factory in Auckland, and the other in 
administration.

Aroha has some good memories of fishing and kaimoana but hasn’t done any of those 
practices for years. The kids are always hounding her to buy junk food and to eat 
takeaways and so when they have the money to afford these things, she buys it just to 
keep the peace. She thinks about eating more healthier and knows that this is a good 
thing for herself and the kids, but she doesn’t know how to make healthy kai taste 
good, and she can’t afford to test things out.

NGĀ ARIĀ
PERSONAS

Name 

AROHA

Lives 

KAITĀIA

Tamariki 

3

Work status 

SINGLE MUM

K A I  T O W N
There is talk about a community garden aligned to the 
maramataka that is for the whole whānau, so Aroha can take 
the kids too. She has heard that if they participate for the full 
two weeks that the organisation will then supply them with 
their own raised garden setup, and even a worm farm, which the 
kids are really interested in.

Aroha’s mum has started talking about her memories of their big māra 
at the homestead, so she’s keen to join in as well, especially since she 
recognised that there was not that much illness back in those days 
compared to now. Because there have been a few health scares with 
her and the kids, Aroha has thought about the impact that junk food 
is having on them. She has been reading an interesting page on social 
media about going back to basics and some of the kai has looked 
delicious. She thinks she can remake some of the kai she sees online, 
and finds herself looking for the ingredients while shopping. She made 
some granola using porridge, desiccated coconut, honey and seeds 
that the kids really loved, and ate not just for breakfast but as snacks 
as well.

Aroha appreciated that she knew what was going into the kai that she 
made, not like the takeaways they got. She has decided to try and do 
her own homemade takeaways and swap out one a week till they’re 
just having fastfoods once in a blue moon. The kids like the idea of 
trying out new things and want to give making a pizza a go. Aroha is 
happy that her family are thinking about trying new ways around what 
they are eating.
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C U R R E N T  K A ITA IA
K A I S Y S T E M
Roger likes everything about the kai system 
in Kaitāia. In most of the establishments, he 
knows people’s names and they know his. Roger 
prides himself on knowing who is cooking his 
kai, and even though he has no real clue about 
what is going into the food, he doesn’t really 
care.

The way he rates food is on whether it tastes good 
and is cheap, so he’s not really too fussed about 
whether it is healthy or not. Roger’s girlfriend likes 
to join him for a sit down meal at one or two of 
the kai outlets he frequents, but she is very health 
conscious so there are limited places where they can 
eat as a couple. Not that Roger minds too much, he 
usually takes the food away and eats in his car or 
watching television if he’s at his house.

When he is at the takeaways and he is able to pick 
what he’s eating, Roger tells the servers to hold 
the vegetables, or to put more meat and limit the 
vegetables if at all possible. The only thing left over 
from the takeaway meals he eats are the vegetables, 
they’re into the rubbish with the used packaging and 
utensils.

Roger came up to Kaitāia from down south to check out the surfing, fishing 
and pig-hunting, and 8 years later he’s still here. Currently working as a 
beekeeper, Roger works hard and plays hard, and doesn’t really have time 
to cook, unless it’s something like a BBQ.

Roger has a girlfriend so eats home cooked meals when he’s at her house, otherwise 
he doesn’t get any use out of his kitchen. He does like to eat though, and would happily 
chomp his way through takeaways and fastfoods for every meal of every day if he could. 
He doesn’t really care what others think of his reliance on unhealthy kai.

For all of his life, Roger has been fit as a fiddle, but just recently his doctor has told him 
that his cholesterol levels are too high for his age, so he needs to think of ways to bring 
them down. He was adopted as a child so does not know who his whakapapa or who his 
biological parents are.

Name 

ROGER

Lives 

KAITĀIA

Tamariki 

0

Work status 

BEE KEEPER

K A I  T O W N
Roger has been complaining to his girlfriend about his high 
cholesterol, so now he’s on a healthy eating plan that he 
doesn’t like, but he has to stick to because he needs to be in 
good health for work and for his lifestyle. This has meant 
drastic action, but because Roger values his life, and his 
relationship, he knows he must follow the rules. Those 
rules include shopping for actual food at the supermarket, 
and making lunch. It has meant trying out new ways with 
vegetables.

At the moment, Roger is enjoying the vegetables with a small 
amount of teriyaki sauce. He can see that he can still eat kai that 
reminds him of his takeaways, it is just that he needs to bulk 
them out with vegetables. Roger has noticed that when he adds 
vegetables and eats them with his meals, he can’t really taste the 
vegetables, and he doesn’t eat as much as he used to.

This change in his kai intake has had a positive effect on his energy, 
and he is able to do more at work because of it, which boosts Roger’s 
moral and willingness to keep going. Roger’s girlfriend also notices 
that they are doing other things besides just looking for places to 
eat, which is helping with the relationship.
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NGĀ ARIĀ
PERSONAS
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